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Pretty interesting story about the rise of the Bandidos gang A little boring and over done in
parts Mostly forgettable, but sure reminds you how vicious those gangs can become under
the right circumstances. An explosive and tragic opening which readslike crime fiction than
fact yet is very real sets the theme for this true account of life inside the bloody underbelly
of a criminal organisation.As is evident by the opening line, this book is the bloody truth of
biker gangs Jamie Flanz was scared, but he didn t stop scraping his broom back and forth
across the blood stained barn floor Author Alex Cain worked as an undercover operative
who managed to infiltrate the Bandidos motorcycle club in North America His intimate
knowledge of the biker life is splashed across the pages of the book in honest and brutally
clear quality.Using sources, public access material and accounts from various court
proceedings, Cain is able to craft a scarily insightful look into the murder and mayhem that
takes place within the inner sanctum of criminal bikie gangs.Using a fiction writers adept
skills to polish these horrendous facts makes for enjoyable if not cringe inducing reading
The topical nature if this book wont suit all readers but is nonetheless hard to put
down.What starts with a mass murder ends in similar fashion linked to the Canadian
massacre of the Toronto Bandidos chapter, making for a continuous thread of related
stories throughout the book This was a clever way of formatting the fact into an easily
readable book akin to crime fiction.http justaguythatlikes2read.blogspo The fat Mexico is an
interesting read, for someone interested in the topic And although informative, some
information and accounts are based on biased terms which is expected due to the author
being a cop So take everything with a grain of salt, a lot of it is facts, but being able to
destiny between fact and oppinion is helpful when reading The Bloody Rise of the Bandidos
The Fat Mexican refers to the club logo a chubby cartoon character who wears a sombrero
and is armed with both a knife and a gun In his first book Befriend and Betray , Mr Caine
relates how in the early 80 s working undercover he infiltrated the Bandidos MC and gained
their trust The author has a first hand knowledge on how gangs are organized and maintain
their power In this, his second book, he analyses the events that led to and triggered the
massacre that took place April 2006 on a farm in the town of Shedden, Ont Evidences
eventually led to a conviction of six members and associates for the slaughter of eight
bikers, four have since launched appeals The war started when a junior member of the
Bandidos hijacked a truck that caught his eye Things quickly turned ugly when senior
members of his gang realized the truck and its valuable contains belong to one of their arch
competitors This fractured a delicate truce between rival motorcycle gangs Mr Caine

narrates a complex story backed with facts and describes the complicated and cruel world
of bikers In addition to talking about the Shedden killings the book provides a detailed
history of the 43 year old club which has grown to global proportions since 1966 They have
chapters in the U.S.A., Europe, Asia and Australia, in Canada the remaining Bandidos have
since patched over switched allegiances to rival motorcycle clubs They may have changed
colours but they are still around. The book unearths the politics, the rivalries and the violent
history of the Bandidos and their battle with the Hells Angels, their arch rivals It is a chilling,
gritty and remarkable story Canadians will appreciate and can relate to this book it was
gruesome headline news, others who are drawn into the motorcycle club phenomena will
also find it an exciting read. I really had a hard time getting thru this book The author
supposedly was an undercover cop within the organization, so why doesnt he have any
inside information The book was dry Like, Sahara dry It read like a police report I kept
waiting for him to set the stage and get on with the good stuff Never happened Often the
author references stuff that sounds interesting but gives no detail I found myself constantly
googling forinformation If I am reading a book on a subject, I shouldnt need to continually
google.Just disappointing overall. I get the impression this book was originally meant to be
about a specific incident in Shedden, Ontario, Canada where several bikers were murdered
Then the scope of the book got expanded and the title played on that for an attempt at
broader appeal.There is a general history of motorcycle gangs, withdetail about the
Bandidos However, most of the book is about the Shedden incident For me, being
Canadian, it was interesting to have the book focus mostly on details within Canada.It was
an interesting read overall, but not as good as Alex Caine s previous book Befriend and
Betray about his work undercover with bike gangs First person testimony is just that
muchinteresting. An investigators account of the rise of Bandidos within the world Great
book if you are into crime, violence, jail and other nefarious biker activities I don t have
much to say about it because there are spoilers Great book for non fiction crime lovers and
people who want insight into biker culture A must read for the curious reader. It was a good
book on the criminal history of the Bandidos and their rivals although I thought it wasn t well
written and all over the place I would still recommend it if you are interested in the biker
world.

I ve read other books by the author and was expectingof a here s what happened to me

type of book, instead of the factual and historical account It s interesting, but pretty dry at
times when the author explains how X or Y chapter came to be and who was involved A lot
of names and a bit less action than I would have wanted Still a good reference in the genre.
`Free Pdf ✘ The Fat Mexican: The Bloody Rise of the Bandidos Motorcycle Club (Befriend
and Betray, #2) ? From TheNational Bestselling Author Of Befriend And Betray, An Intimate
Expos Of A Criminal Empire And The Massacre That Nearly Started A Global Biker
WarHaving Once Infiltrated The Bandidos For Three Years In A Landmark Police
Operation, Alex Caine Is Uniquely Positioned To Reveal The Untold Story Of The Hells
Angels Fiercest RivalsGrounded In The Crucible Of The Little Understood Shedden
Massacre OfAnd One Unlikely Prospect S Descent Into The Biker Lifestyle, The Fat
Mexican Exposes The Violent Criminal History Of The Bandidos Motorcycle Club, The Hells
Angels Fiercest Competition Their Violent Beginnings, The Terror Their Aggressive
Expansion Caused Rivals And Innocents Alike, And The Internal Politics And Rivalries That
Drive Them To This Day
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